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Considering you work across so many creative fields, 
do you feel like your ability to come up with fresh 
ideas is easier? 
Yes and no. And yes. I definitely have a lot of ideas, 
which can be realised in one of the different artforms 
I’m into. I guess one of the drawbacks is that I spread 
myself a little thin sometimes. I often feel that life 
doesn’t give enough time to accomplish everything you 
want but now I’m beginning to realise that maybe each 
person has exactly the right amount of time … y’know 
what I mean, huh? Eh, man, do ya? I’m constantly 
trying to push the boundaries a little further. I’m an 
innovator. I’m also a pervert. Sometimes I dip my penis 
in Jellymeat and go to the beach looking for stray dogs 
to befriend.

Is it hard to switch from your creative mind to your 
business mind when working on projects? 
I often don’t switch between those two brains because 
I have many problems managing time and money. Also, 
I don’t have the skills to realise any of my potentially 
lucrative business ventures. I once had an idea for 
an invention, a translator thing which is implanted in 
your pet’s head so you can find out what they want 
for dinner. But I didn’t have the proper resources or 
funding so nothing really came of it. If you don’t have 
the right kind of business skills then all you end up with 
is an empty bank account and a pile of dead animals.

When are you at your happiest and most relaxed  
in life?
I’ll let you know. The closest I’ve come to being happy 
and relaxed was when I was about two. I am usually 
happy when I have no work to do. I wake up and 
experience that feeling of satisfaction in knowing the 
day holds nothing and everything. I’m also happy when 
I’m working on personal projects or things where I have 
a lot of creative freedom and loose deadlines. I’m usually 
unhappy doing other people’s projects. I used to say yes 
to everything, a very positive person, but that attitude 

can drain you, it can make you bitter, hateful, evil.  
I’m evil now. I do evil things. I eat poo.

The Phoenix Foundation feature in the soundtrack to 
Eagle vs Shark. What other artists are rocking your 
world right now?
Springsteen. I actually hate The Phoenix Foundation. 
We had a huge falling out over the soundtrack and 
we’re no longer friends. They tried to rip me off 
and then I had many problems with Sam, who is a 
complete egomaniac. The Polish guy is a total retard 
too. Jusssssst kiddin’. Actually, they’re my favourite 
NZ band after The Bilge Festival. Anyway, who cares? 
Bands are pussies. I smash them all with my fist. Then  
I smash you. In the face, with a block of wood.

There are thousands of publications in the world. If 
you were to start one, what subject would it focus on 
and why?
I’d publish a magazine which is all about magazines, 
dailies, weeklies and periodicals. It would contain all 
the latest news from the world of magazines, it would 
be called ‘Magazine News’, and the format would be a 
circle. I’d be chief edtitor and I’d be all grumpy and I’d 
be shouting all the time and getting my blood pressure 
up. I’d be like, “Hey! I want that copy on my desk like, 
yesterday!” Which is illogical but I’d still say it. Real 
loud. Then I’d have a business meeting in my office and 
someone would be pitching me an idea and I’d be all 
like, “Mmmmm, yeah, that’s goooooood…” and they’d 
think I was all into the idea but I’m actually reacting 
to my secretary who is under my desk giving me a 
massive BJ. And I’m like, “Wooaaah, keep going…”, 
and the business people are all like, “Wow, he’s really 
into my ideas”, but I’m not. I’m into the BJ. Then later, 
after work, I’d go and get drunk with my mates from 
boarding school and we’d play wanking games.

What happened to “A Dog’s Show”? Are we crazy for 
letting that shit slip away? 

You’d think after being nominated for an Oscar at the 2005 Academy Awards  
for his short film ‘Two Cars, One Night’, that Taika Waititi would be all about the 
arthouse. Turns out he’s all about the Jellymeat. Waititi has worked in acting,  
comedy, photography, visual arts, directing, music and more. Nominated for the 
Grand Jury Prize at this year’s Sundance Film festival, Waititi’s latest project,  
a feature film ‘Eagle vs Shark’ hits our screens in July.
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How do you train yourself in song-writing?
I start with a favourite word, normally a word that is relevant to my 
life. So if I see a word that’s mean as, I’ll pick up my guitar and strum 
a few chords and start plotting every word that I can think of in my 
little flash notebook, even if it doesn’t make sense. I just fix it later. It’s 
not necessarily an easy thing for me to get a verse down, but usually 
grabbing a cup of tea, Weight Watchers biscuits, and a break will 
improve another writing session. Free-styling is another way I do music 
but sometimes I can’t remember it because I get carried away and forget 
to write it down … damn, shivers, that’s why they call it free-styling. So 
why is Jay-Z so special? 

Has music given you direction or changed your direction in life?
Yeah, I mean I wouldn’t think to the extent that music would be a  
full-time thing I’ll love to do, even though I started performing in my 
young years. I lived for so many other things, mostly sport, and  
I thought that would be the path for me but I knew basketball was  
for tall people, haha. Yeah, my height was the problem, just a little 
bit short though (you got me!) I think my height doesn’t match a 
professional game. I know with music, no matter how small, extra  
large, big lips, whatever, I still feel confident doing what I do … I’ve 
realised music is much more serious for me and I believe it’s something 
God wants me to do, for him, for my family, and for inspiration and 
I know this is the right path to walk on, but … I think I’m still gonna 
shoot hoops for fun, even though I’m a little bit short.

What aspect of making music scares you the most?
Having to exploit everything I guess. Because when ya show the world 
who you really are within your lyrics, image, what you think about, how 
you talk etc. etc., it’s almost telling everyone what you write in your 
personal diary. But, I mean, that’s something I’ll have to sacrifice cause 
there’s always the disadvantages and advantages about what you say 
and do and I look at it in a good way, the happy way, say what I gotta 
say, and be happy even when I’m in a negative situation … and if people 
appreciate and respect what I do with my music then that’s good news. 
“Mum, I’m buying you a mansion”, haha. But you know, I’m not trying 
to be like Michael Jackson or anyone else and trying to make a big 
name for myself. I just want to inspire people for all good reasons and 
help make good changes in people’s lives. Either way, people will love 
you for originality or for being yourself or some just think you suck but 
it’s a fact, you can’t win them over all the time so I’m choosing to face 
anything and everything even if I have to.

Are there any NZ musicians you would like to meet and learn from?
I would like to meet all of them. Even though I know a few, I’d like to 
meet them again, haha. I think they’re all primo and gifted but I actually 
bumped into Lisa Tomlins the other day, she’s great man. We talked 
about some funny stuff and she asked, “How’s everything going with 

you?” and I said, “Oh you know, 
same old, trying to earn that 
extra few bucks but things keep 
drowning me out most days” and 
she said to me, “Well you gotta 
hang in there. It’s tough. When 
a door closes on you the other 
one opens”, and from that day I 
realised how special that quote 
is to me even though I’ve heard 
it so many times from my friends 
but I never listen to them (sorry 
pretty girls.) But yeah, honestly 
I think I’ve learnt so much from 
my mother, cause she’s such a 
traditional person. I’ve learnt that 
the mistakes she’s made in her 
life have made me understand the 
choices I make in my life and she 
still teaches me these days. For 
me, being a musician, I don’t think 
I would learn the most important 
things in life from anyone else but 
my mum so I prefer to learn from 
my roots, it makes me a better 
musician … nice lady.

You said you listen to a lot of 
music. What is currently taking 
over your stereo?
Oh tricky one … my top four 
songs right now: Nas – ‘Can’t 
Forget About You’, Gym Class 
Heroes – ‘Cupid’s Chokehold’ 
(whoever came up with the title 
is a genius) and Fall Out Boy – 
‘This Ain’t a Scene Song’ and, 
oh, that new song from Ciara … 
what’s it called? Damn … ahhh, 
‘Like a Boy’. I wish I was in that 
video clip, the routine is out of it 
… exciting. Yeah, that’s what I’m 
krumping to at the moment and 
slow jams … haha not even!

www.myspace.com/ivalamkum

Iva Lamkum has a voice that can’t help but rise into the sky, which seems fitting for 
her featured vocals on a Benny Tones track ‘Within The Clouds’. Lamkum is fast 
growing a reputation as one of the top soul voices to emerge from Wellington in 
recent times. You can find her performing on regular Wednesday nights at Southern 
Cross or look out for her debut album ‘5.8.85’, which will be released later this year.
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As one of Aotearoa’s best sound technicians, who does your  
sound and is the role of the sound technician given the recognition  
it deserves?
Mr David Wernham (aka Horse or Hoiho) has been doin my live  
sound for 16 years now. He mixed my very first gig in Christchurch 
when I was 15 years old. My band was called Cultivation and we played 
thrash metal. I was so green back then. Horse told me to turn up for 
soundcheck at 5pm and I was like, “what’s that?” He holds tha world 
record for tha longest soundchecks but I don’t mind though coz he does 
kick ass! Here’s something that I’ve worked out over tha years I’ve been 
doin this music stuff. Sound guys are failed musicians. Lighting guys are 
failed sound guys. And roadies have failed all of tha above. I’m gonna 
get so much shit for saying that but I’m afraid it’s true. Believe.

You seem to live and breath your music. What do you do when  
you need to escape it?
You can’t escape it. It’s everywhere. Even in tha quietest, most  
remote place, you will hear music. Whether it’s tha wind, tha birds or 
your heart beat, there is always music. I can’t complain though – it’s a 
beautiful thing.

What state of mind do you need to be in to get the creativity flowing?
Well, I’m in love with tha struggle, tha pain and heartbreak of life. I hate 
being sad and depressed but that seems to be tha most creative time for 
me. It’s my way of healing and working through whatever problem I’m 
obsessing about. Although I have written some pretty uplifting tunes, 
some are borderline cheesy, but it depends who’s talking. Compare my 
shit to Hayley Westenra and I’m tha fucken anti-Christ.

Seeing as you’ve recently done the media circuit for your release 
of ‘Past, Present, Future’, what are your thoughts on the quality of 
music journalism in Aotearoa?
Seven times outta ten it’s fucken crap. I’ve been misquoted, 
mispronounced and misinterpreted, but that’s what you get when you 
deal with rockstar journos who wanna make sure tha article is as much 
about them as it is tha artist. But I do have to say that I’ve definitely had 
some awesome articles and reviews written about my record, so thank 
you kind journos and I do know who you are. BLESS!

What are the parallels between 
your tats and your music in 
terms of storytelling?
They’re both goin to be judged, 
liked or disliked. They’re both 
reminders of who I am and 
where I’m from. Sometimes they 
both hurt and bleed but that 
must happen for it to work. I get 
tattooed coz it’s in my blood. I 
can’t ignore that. I write music coz 
it is also in my blood and I will 
never ignore that.

How important is it for you to 
take your beliefs and learnings 
of Maori culture out of the 
history books and into new 
school music production?
I’m still working all this out. 
Every day it gets deeper and 
deeper. There are so many things 
to acknowledge and remember. 
My job is to push all tha buttons, 
ask all tha questions and turn over 
every rock. And if I can do that 
with as much integrity, dignity 
and acknowledgment as possible, 
then I believe tha kaupapa has 
been preserved. But no matter 
what I do or say, I will always be 
too Maori, or not Maori enough. 
I will forever walk my own path 
– tha path that’s less trodden. I 
can’t help it, I’m tha youngest 
born – potiki.

www.tikidub.com

Since his 2007 debut album ‘Past, Present, Future’ 
began its ripple effect across our cultural conscience, 
Tiki Taane has been trailing a wake of sweet-sounding 
achievements behind him as he carves the way ahead  
in rough Aotearoa music industry waters. Taane makes 
no claims other than to follow his creative instincts,  
ask the questions, and do it with the respect that  
history deserves.
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Loren Horsley has been doing the high-flying Hollywood circuit of late, promoting 
‘Eagle vs Shark’ across the globe. But despite the glitz and glamour of the world stage, 
this New Zealand actress is just as happy contributing to the local arts community 
in Wellington, and musing about vege gardens, unicorns, David Bowie, and why we 
killed all the singing whales.

If you could envision an ideal 
creative community, what would 
it look like? 
Vege garden. Swimming hole. Big 
old hall with a stage. Costume 
and props and music rooms. Big 
painting studios. Shared dining 
hall. Separate, sunny, recycled 
timber houses with kitchens. 
Chooks. Horses. Unicorn. Llama. 
Raspberry patch.
 
How does your perfect day  
play out?
I will have grown a long and 
extremely useful monkey-like tail 
in my sleep. I’d wake up in my 
little house. Have a swim in the 
swimming hole. Collect eggs from 
the chook house. Head to the 
dining hall and eat breakfast with 
my friends. Go to the rehearsal 
hall and start workshopping my 
new film. Have a ride on my 
horse. Go to the music room 
and play the tambourine with 
David Bowie who is writing a 
song for me. Do some painting 
in my studio and work on my 
self-portrait. Brush the unicorn. 
Milk the Ilama. Spend ten minutes 
kissing the young, alive, handsome 
Marlon Brando down by the 
raspberry patch. Go and swing 
on my tail with my pet spider 
monkey. Pick the veges for  
dinner out of the garden. Cook 
and eat with my friends. Light a 
bonfire. Make damper. Look at 
the moon. Die. 

How big a part does music play in your life?
Very big. Oliver Sacks says human beings are hard-
wired for music; it is as intrinsic to us as language 
is. I guess we are like birds. I wish I was a bird. 
Apparently people in Thorndon used to complain 
about the sound of the whales singing to each other 
in Wellington Harbour once, before we stabbed them 
all to death. Humans are idiots. 
 
How could society function better without our 
9am–5pm working lens? 
Smash all clocks and bring on the three-day week. If 
people worked less and lived more simply, we’d all be 
much happier and so would the planet.

If you could combine three animals to create the 
ultimate predator, what would you choose and 
why? In the spirit of ‘Eagle vs Shark’, the creature 
you create goes directly into mythical battle with 
Cori’s creature, page 62.
A Haast Eagle with the brain of a Kea and the tail  
of a Diamond-back Rattlesnake. I would attach the 
tail to the bottom of the Haast Eagle so it was sort  
of like Medusa’s head. Very big clever bird with a 
very fatal bite.

P.S. Darwin’s tortoise recently died aged 176. 
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The story of Parihaka is embedded in the history of Aotearoa. 
It has travelled the length of our country on museum crawls, 
is written into our history books, and lives on in the music of 
the annual Parihaka International Peace Festival. Tihikura 
Hohaia and his father, Te Miringa Hohaia, are among the 
entrusted ones to bring this festival to life, and breathe sweet 
music into the hope and future of the Parihaka movement. 
Enveloped by the beauty of the Taranaki landscape, Tihikura 
has recently returned to his rural roots of Parihaka to assist 
with the preservation of the festival site. Tihikura believes that 
a powerful ful� lment comes from the physicality of this work, 
“…[it] keeps you in good shape but you also draw spiritual 
sustenance from the land. You get this energy; the sustenance 
the land gives you because you’re giving to it.” 

The concept of spiritual nourishment is one that surfaces 
when talking about ngā mōrehu, which Tihikura translates 
as ‘the survivors’, and the legacy of Parihaka for those 
descendants, survivors, victims, and � ghters of the violent 
Land Wars. As Tihikura explains, “That is our legacy. It’s one 
we can’t escape; one we don’t want to escape. We want to 
sing about it and embrace it. You can either let yourself live in 
darkness, bitterness, and hatred or you try and � nd light within 
that. You try and create something for yourself out of what 
you’ve got. It’s very easy to get dark and bitter when you read 
about the history of Parihaka.” The beauty of this statement 
comes from his understanding that for change and growth to 
take place, we collectively need to � nd a way to ‘dress’ our 
messages with hope. Once we have done that, we will bring 
people with us. Tihikura describes his journey with writing 
and singing music as a rhythmic remedy to keep him sane 
and alive. It is much more than self-preservation though as 
it a� ects those around him, “[There is a] wonderful sharing 
that goes on between yourself and the audience and even 
better when they ‘get’ you. You’re not hitting somebody over 
the head at a protest rally, you are delivering this sweetness 
that people are lapping up or eating. It is food for thought and 
it’s a form that people will listen to from start to � nish. It’s 
such a wonderful, healing medium. Musicians from liberation 
struggles around the world have realised that. It’s given 
them life.”

From the music of 
Home� re Burning to 
the reggae rhythms 
of Nga Morehu, 
Tihikura, takes his 
place in the great 
line of Parihaka 
composers. Leaving 
Wellington, and 
concrete constraints 
on creativity behind, 
Tihikura returns to 
the birthplace of his 
ancestors to focus 
on his solo work, 
be with his whanau, 
and nurture the 
surrounding nature.

Photography and 
interview by Pat Shepherd

Article written by Amie Mills
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